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INTRODUCTION
The International Health Regulations (known as IHR 2005, for the year of its most
recent revision) are a legally binding international instrument to which 196 States
Parties, including all 194 Member States of WHO, are committed. The purpose of
these Regulations is to prevent, protect against, control, and provide a public
health response to the international spread of disease in ways that are restricted
to public health risks and that avoid unnecessary interference with international
traffic and trade.

 Prior to the adoption of any IHR amendments it becomes necessary to reflect on
the successes and failures of the IHR instrument in its application to the covid
declared PHEIC and pandemic, claiming accountability and responsibility to take
the necessary actions; and measuring progress over time. 

A brief review of HHS OGA's alignment to Open Government and participation
shows there is an unfulfilled intent to provide more meaningful participation on
behalf of critics of the IHR and of the entire US Strategic Dialogue with the WHO.
By adapting the HHS response from Globalist to nationalist, from Centralized
blanket One Health measures, to begin to rely and build upon the US and States
finely tuned, scientific and de-centralized policies, the HHS can include the
rationale and social responsibility for taking action in any real health emergency,
without the burdens of the inconsistent and deficient IHR and unscientific
unaccountable WHO edicts. 

Creating a viable national response in the new world of bio-threats and health
opportunities that is unfolding requires foresight to know who to partner with
and who not to.  

The WHO is unreliable at best. At worst the WHO is attempting a scientific coup
d' etat and technocratic never ending dictatorship. The reality of the reliance
upon WHO and the IHR shows it was WHO fraudulent science and redefinitions
of vaccine and unvaccinated which has caused HHS and US to become
responsible for serious delicts of an emergency declaration not in good faith,
serious undue experimentation in violation of international law and Costa Rica
biological research law 9234 Article 78, 79.  IHR is written in a way which is not
only invalid under jus cogens norms, but it was written to help DG merely
"consider", but ultimately bypass national research laws.  This is presumably to
help force captive Treasuries into buying WHO's funders useless experimental
non vaccine biological agents to developing countries by using WHO de facto
definition of vaccine (which in itself is an unproven novel vaccine intervention
outside clinical trials which violates law)

/ /  IHR INVALIDITY REPORT 2023
Interest of Justice
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All just governments obtain
their authority from the
consent of the governed,
which is sorely lacking.

/ /  IHR INVALIDITY REPORT 2023
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The IHR is potentially being amended to
go from void and potentially harmful if
used incorrectly, to disastrous and
immoral, thus PROHIBITED.  This report is
to help HHS avoid any illegal IHR
amendments that would violate HHS
obligations regarding ethics, fundamental
human rights., dignity and freedoms

VOID The IHR is invalid, must be declared so,
and cannot be repaired by amending it.

The covid response was a disaster in large
part due to the unproven intervention
experiment of the application of the IHR
(2005) itself.  It failed in large part due to
Article 43 section 2 as outlined herein. 

The IHR is fatally flawed, based on false
presumptions of WHO acting in good faith
which are inherent errors & deviations
which cannot be repaired by the proposed
amendments.

THE INVALIDITY OF THE IHR &
AMENDMENTS. 

The errors and deviations
create a void instrument

subject to nullification
upon legal challenge!
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FATAL VOID 
ERRORS
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There are numerous errors and deviations
inherent within the text of the IHR that relies
upon the presumption of WHO always acting in
good faith, a rebuttable presumption that our
organization firmly disputes. DG Tedros acts in
bad faith to evade criminal charges regarding
abuse of power and breach of ethics, science
norms in WHO oversight.  IHR gives the DG
power of discretion, without science or law
being mandatory, only merely "considered" and
there is no real oversight.

The command such as "shall" in the same sentence as "consider" in Article 17 is void
for vagueness and is meaningless. It means the DG shall "consider" science, laws,
member States wishes, majority vote of committees, etc but can also consider
ignoring the science, laws, etc as it is not binding upon the DG when issuing
recommendations.

01. DG "Shall Consider", is vague and INVALID

Siracusa Principles, ICCPR, Nuremberg Code and jus cogens norms are very
clear that people have the right to be free of medical and scientific
experimentation and right to free opinion. The concept of vaccine certificates
issued under WHO and in accordance with IHR is void on its face and should
have been legally challenged long before it was abused during covid measures.

02. Forced Vaccinations & Certificates

The IHR (2005) and proposed amendments are a perfect tool for a communist regime
of terror to breed.  The WHO is involved with weaponization of public private
partnerships against free speech, under the guise of protecting right to health. 

03. Limit Free Speech of WHO critics?
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FATAL VOID 
ERRORS
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The IHR as written and the proposed amendments may allow (and have
already been shown to be prone to abuse during covid) for the application of
forced medical experimentation as a WHO guidance, which is prohibited
under jus cogens and international peremptory norms, but allowed under IHR,
making IHR and proposed amendments absolutely null.

04. Untested mRNA experiments violate law!

Countries are permitted to exercise their sovereignty in taking additional health
measures to respond to such emergencies if these measures adhere to Article 43
of this legally binding instrument. Overbroad measures taken during recent
public health emergencies of international concern, however, reveal that the
provision remains inadequately understood as to the dangers of Article 43
limiting sovereignty on how States may base their decisions and and where they
may obtain information. 

05. Limit to sovereign discretion and information

The IHR is intended to set up a global supply chain of sourced supplied ready to
handle health emergencies, however, covid has taught us that Globalism infects
information and taints the  reliability of the WHO guidance due to political
interference in scientific decision making.  IHR has no accountability mechanism
to handle this serious threat to scientific, legal and ethic integrity.  The IHR limits
State discretion and expands Globalists.

06. Incompatibility of Globalism & Ethics
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Article 17 Criteria for recommendations When issuing, modifying or terminating
temporary or standing recommendations, the Director- General shall consider: 

(a) the views of the States Parties directly concerned; 
IOJ notice: If binding this is disastrous because the member States views would be subordinate to
the arbitrary discretion of the WHO DG. 

(b) the advice of the Emergency Committee or the Review Committee, as the case may be; 
IOJ notice: For mPox the committee voted 9 no and 6 yes but DG Tedros illogically and irrationally
considered that the majority vote is not correct and he declared mPox an emergency for no
scientific or rational basis whatsoever.  As written, IHR makes this bad discretion go unpunished
and forces burdensome reviews to reverse the void acts and omissions of the DG anytime he
makes recommendations.

(c) scientific principles as well as available scientific evidence and information; 
IOJ notice: DG Tedros and the Chief Scientist refuse to respond to criminal charges of scientific
fraud in diagnosing covid and pushing unscientific measures.  The WHO cannot be held in good
repute as far as relying upon them for science, and the IHR fails to give humanity or states a
remedy for being under the thumb of WHO's centralized fraudulent pseudo-scientific dictatorship
when relying on them for technical recommendations.

(d) health measures that, on the basis of a risk assessment appropriate to the circumstances, are
not more restrictive of international traffic and trade and are not more intrusive to persons than
reasonably available alternatives that would achieve the appropriate level of health protection; 
IOJ notice: The WHO failed to consider available alternatives that would achieve the appropriate
level of health protection for covid-19 and recommended experimental novel vaccine biological
agents and unethically continues to recommend and overfund novel vaccine experiments that
failed at the onset according to court released trial data.

(e) relevant international standards and instruments; 
IOJ notice: WHO recommendations under IHR for covid unequivocally violates Siracusa Principles,
ICCPR, ICSCPR. UDHR, Nuremberg Code, Belmont Report and so much more by violating non
derogable rights of free opinion and right to be free of medical and scientific experimentation.  The
IHR cannot allow a single DG of an international organization authority to "consider", but
ultimately ignore and violate jus cogens norms as is occurring in the covid and mPox responses.
The IHR is far too vague with unlimited discretion to the WHO DG, where it is not wise, prudent or
warranted, and where the IHR is ultimately in conflict with Superior jus cogens norms and void. 

(f) activities undertaken by other relevant intergovernmental organizations and international
bodies; and 
IOJ notice: This includes consideration of WEF and their proposed response of covid action platform,
with 200 big businesses to manufacture bioweapon non vaccine experiments, unscientific PCR tests
to create false positives in order to declare an emergency in bad faith to justify EUA's.

(g) other appropriate and specific information relevant to the event. 
IOJ notice: (g) is void for vagueness, overly broad and gives arbitrary "appropriate" discretion.

IHR 43: STATES SHALL BASE
UNSCIENTIFIC DECISIONS UPON WHO 
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First: HHS and WHO still owe us a response from May 2022 and 2023. HHS is in the wrong for
moving forward with these IHR amendments when we testified here last month to show
you your very clear duty to leave the WHO for International breach of obligations and delicts.

4. Second, The amendments cannot be binding. Jus cogens international norms would
require the binding recommendations of a specialized agency that cause damages to waive
immunity and be responsible for reparations.

5. Article 1 outrageously attempts to make investigational vaccines and gene based
therapies as well as "other vague health technologies". Experimental biological agents are
not a health product. The proposed definition is void and reckless because FDA website
states "investigational biologics are not found by FDA to be safe or effective and furthermore
may cause serious adverse reactions".

6. Annex 6 would unlawfully consider vaccination certificates for research phase products.
The concept of Digital ID's, certificates and QR codes is disproportionate and the WEF risk
report this month admits they can facilitate “the identification, surveillance and persecution
of individuals or groups.”

7. Annex 1 pg 33 countering misinformation and disinformation is not within the authority of
the WHO or member states and as its been used, it already allows for the weaponization of
government to systematically suppress free thought, a non derogable right that can never
be limited. These misinformation programs flat violate jus cogens and are therefore void.

8. Article 3 removing well established respect for dignity, human rights and fundamental
freedoms for arbitrary undefined words is an assault on rule of law, dignity of man and
obviously void

9. We remind HHS that if you dare adopt one void provision that violates peremptory norms
of jus cogens human rights, which the majority of proposals do violate these norms, it will
automatically render the entire instrument void.

10. It is worth mentioning that A UK FOIA regarding the proposed amendments reveals "a
legal opinion and a risk analysis regarding the U.K. position" is not able to released because
"releasing the requested information would likely harm the relations between the United
Kingdom and other WHO member States and also UK interests abroad". Right there it goes
to show the proposed amendments sound good in public but in secret the amendments are
inherently harmful to diplomatic relations between WHO member States. HHS must leave
the WHO now. Its your duty.

Thank You Very Much!

INTEREST OF JUSTICE SPOKE AT HHS OGA
REGARDING THE PROPOSED IHR 
 AMENDMENTS JUNE 20, 2023
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First Speech: item 23. Audit and oversight matters.

First, Interest of Justice, Free Speech Association, Stop Agenda 2030 institute, Health Rights
Association would like to give a friendly thank you for accepting our RSVP on such late notice:
According to UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES POLICIES
AND PRINCIPLES FOR ASSURING SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY first paragraph: “HHS uses scientific
information to support and inform policy and program decision making. Accordingly, scientific
and scholarly information developed by the Department or considered in Departmental
decision making must be of the highest quality and the result of rigorous scientific and
scholarly processes. Most importantly, it must be trustworthy.

 Accordingly, maintaining the integrity of our scientific and technical activities is essential.”

The WHO's science is not trustworthy. We repeat. The WHO is not trustworthy insofar as their
technical recommendations for covid-19 go. In reality the majority of WHO recommendations
are completely unscientific and all WHO guidance says they are not liable for damages from
taking their scientific advice. So they are unscientific and unaccountable.

When we say the WHO is untrustworthy to rely on for science we are not exaggerating. WHO is
failing to respond to serious charges against the DG and chief scientist as well as against the
organization regarding breach of duty under all of the ethics and research guidance, including
the UN procurement standards of conduct. These issues affect the invalidity of the relationship
with the WHO at this point where independent oversight and accountability is wholly illusory
and a false promise which injures US Citizens and the entire International Community.

Due to the lack of accountability there is no functional audit and oversight of the WHO.
We believe it is in the best interest for the United States and all member states to immediately
withdraw from the WHO and not adopt any further negotiations towards IHR amendments,
pandemic treaty, Agenda 2023, SDG, Strategic Dialogue or otherwise.

At this point HHS is under an obligation to exit the WHO because they are not functional, as
demonstrated by the lack of response to multiple charges.

01:INTEREST OF JUSTICE MAY 3, 2023
AT HHS OGA   
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Second Speech: 17.10 WHO reform.

It is very obvious World Health Organization is not functional and needs reforming. However, it is
also very obvious that there are structural defects, which are inherent within the make up of the
WHO, which make it nearly impossible to reform the WHO.
How can the WHO be reformed when they claim sovereignty so you have to go through their
own remedy system which is non responsive, such as claim # 881786000902 and 637327854202?

The WHO even made rules that will allow for the confidentialities of crimes! Its set up in a way
they do not have to reform because they choose to censor the whistleblowers, to control
information and ignore facts proving the WHO pseudo science is actually destroying the
determinants of health. This is very dangerous for US to be so heavily reliant on the WHO failing
captured regulatory "health" oversight.

We agree the WHO does need to reform, however, as a WHO recognized stakeholder in
pandemic preparedness and response, we need the HHS to understand that even a recognized
stakeholder cannot get anything done within the WHO internal oversight system, despite having
filed multiple charges since December 2022.

The people that you hired WHO to serve are injured, vulnerable and completely defenseless
against the imbalance of power of the non reformable and non responsive WHO.

In the opinion of our organizations, many scholars, historians and thousands of recently censored
dissenting medical experts, such as our Chief Scientist Dr. Yeadon, the former VP of Pfizer, the
WHO should be prohibited as a private monopoly which interferes with commerce and lessens
health and scientific standards due to political interference in scientific decision making and
clear conflicts of interest.

HHS does not need to waste time in WHA meetings hashing out how to reform the failing WHO.
Its too burdensome of a proposition and a waste of time and money. Far more important is the
obligation that HHS has to uphold scientific integrity and accountability. To us stakeholders, that
means HHS needs to prohibit any further funding and collaborations until the WHO can provide
a shred of evidence to challenge our Chief Scientists peer reviewed evidence that shows the PCR
test makes false positives and therefore the covid emergency is a fraud.

The charges that are still unanswered by the WHO are very serious charges of fraud. Our
unanswered charges of WHO fraud are backed by real science of the rigor HHS accepts, which
show the entire declaration of emergency is in bad faith and a violation of international law. HHS
cant keep the relationship going with the WHO if the HHS wants to be in conformity with law,
science and their ethical obligations to ensure science and accountability in their collaborators.

02:INTEREST OF JUSTICE MAY 3, 2023
AT HHS OGA 
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Third Item, 24: Collaboration within the United Nations system and with other
intergovernmental organizations

So far collaboration within the United Nations system, and other intergovernmental
organizations includes the Covid Action Platform, which was the brain child of Klauss Schwab
of the WEF, after speaking with 200 of his capitalist stakeholder members of the World
Economic Forum. They decided for the first time in history the private sector will assist in a
pandemic response.

This collaboration within the United Nations system is now scrubbed online because it was the
worst idea in history.

This collaboration within the UN system is a disastrous public private monopoly that has
proven to destroy economies and destroy lives based on intentionally horribly unscientific
WHO measures.

The UN collaborations caused HHS to be involved with monopolized information and
committing delicts under UN direction and control. It is our opinion and our wish that HHS
quickly exit the WHO and UN system and cease all UN collaborations because the UN and
WHO are not trustworthy for science and are not answering to our multiple charges of fraud,
serious undue psychological and medical experimentation and crimes against humanity.

HHS should agree that their collaborators and partners are responsive to charges and disprove
all charges, or remedy the errors. UN is above the law and people widely feel the WHO is acting
as our unaccountable overlords. Collaboration within the UN system is untenable and will be
the downfall of our republic.

Our organizations cannot stress enough how important it is to exit the WHO and cease all
collaboration within the UN system.

We will send a longer explanation before the written comments deadline. Please exit the WHO
and stop wasting time and money debating the unscientific agendas in WHA.

03:INTEREST OF JUSTICE MAY 3, 2023
AT HHS OGA  
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Dustin Bryce from Interest Of Justice.Org lays down the Rules as the oversight Committee on the
HHS hearing for WHO Stakeholders.

Interest Of Justice believes that there was NOT enough time to prepare for this event and it was
difficult to have true meaningful participation as a true democracy requires. IOJ was able to
speak and be heard multiple times in this even which was very unexpected and an amazing
opportunity to tell the truth to their WHO about all of their structural defects and why they
should be reformed or abolished. This is the 1st video out of many in the series which will be
posted in time.

Here is what was said in the two minute speech by IOJ:

"Greetings"

"My name is Dustin Bryce from Interest Of Justice.Org and we are an oversight committee and a
private research institute"

"We prepared a short speech to encompass all topics we chose for ease."
"First, we think the most important is WHO reform. There are inherent conflicts of interest with
the WHO’s financing coming from private sector and private foundation stakeholders that
financially gain from the implantation of many of the agendas on today’s table including
Financing and implementation of the program budget 2022-2023."

"Second, the immunization agenda 2030 relies on the false presumption vaccines save lives and
“underpin global security”, which is not true for WHO’s more broad definition of vaccine which
usurps countries sovereignty by changing the legislator made definition to include gene editing
vaccines and have demonstrably killed more people from all cause mortality than all other
vaccines combined.."

"Third, In regard to Implementation of the international health regulations, people have the right
to participate in the design, implementation and approval of all health policy but are clearly
excluded in the short notice which denies due process. Many thousands of marginalized primary
stakeholders believe the proposed IHR amendments must be withdrawn for lack of
substantiation of the necessity, proportionality and reasonableness pending time for due
process, participation and legal actions."

"Fourth, equity must be defined in a way that includes traditional medicine as freedom of choice
and a viable alternative to the gene vaccines which alter the human genome, the heritage to
humanity."

"Last, 2 hours is far too short of a session to meaningfully discuss these important topics and we
feel we did not receive meaningful participation."

INTEREST OF JUSTICE TELLS THE HHS
AND WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY THE
WHO CLEARLY NEEDS REFORMED & WHY
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DG Tedros requests IHR
Amendments for more
State Funding, confesses 
 the WHO "is at the whim of
funders" - 2022
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WHO IS STILL AT
WHIM OF FUNDERS!
IHR IS RECKLESS
WITH NO ANTI
CORRUPTION
OVERSIGHT 
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Are you aware the U.N. has communist roots? It's on Congress records.

There is a historical cause for concern about treaty making and good cause to consider the
source is of communistic origin in regards to these proposed amendments:

"This Senate attitude hasn't been overlooked by crafty men who would stoop to any
device to get their thoughts and ideas inflicted on the Nation and made the supreme law
of the land. When men like Alger Hiss and other Communist and Socialist sympathizers
wormed their way into positions of great influence in the State Department and took over
the job of drafting up our treaties and agreements with international organizations some
rather strange and dangerous clauses began to crop up in these documents. These
clauses for the most part went unnoticed by Senators who seldom have either the time or
the inclination to wade through voluminous treaty agreements prior to voting on them.
But other people were perfectly aware of these clauses. They knew full well that treaties
automatically become the supreme law of the land upon ratification and thus take
precedence over the Federal Constitution and all our State laws." (Congressional Record,
1953, page A422) https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1953- pt9/pdf/GPO-
CRECB-1953-pt9-1.pdf 

U.N.’s documented history of unbroken communism raises concerns, especially in context
of Agenda 2030, with the WEF’s threat of the abolition of privacy and property rights by
2030 and the IHR forcing states to limit options for information sources under article 43 to
their own guidance and the information of their partner NGO's.

"Now let us look at the record. According to Trygve Lie, longtime Secretary General of the
United Nations, he stated flatly that there was a secret agreement between Alger Hiss
and Molotov to the effect that the head of the United Nations military staff should always
be a Communist. That agreement has never been broken, and we have had a succession
of Communists filling that post, the present one being Mr. Arkadov. As a first consequence
of this treasonous agreement, this country lost its first military engagement in Korea at a
cost to this country of more than $20 billion and 145,000 American casualties ...This was
the first war in which we engaged not as the United States military force, but as a United
Nations force. ...How convenient this was to the Communists to have one of their own men
as head of the United Nations military staff, who reviewed all orders going from the
Pentagon to General MacArthur and gave them to our enemy before General MacArthur
received them." Congressional Record, 1962, page 215) https://www.govinfo.gov/
content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1962-pt1/pdf/GPO- CRECB-1962-pt1-3-2.pdf 

The UN has interests adverse to those the HHS OGA seeks to serve.  IHR is a trap!

IHR TOOL OF COMMUNIST UN ORG! 
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WHO is
liable?

The following is the WHO legal disclaimer waiving liability for WHO
if States incur damages from basing their decision upon WHO
guidance that IHR makes binding "when science is insufficient".  

Trust the Science?  Trust WHO?

There is no reason to trust or presume good faith will be a factor under
the IHR provision of States "shall base their determinations upon"
"where such evidence is insufficient, the available information
including from WHO and other relevant intergovernmental
organizations and international bodies"; and 

The problem is there must be transparency and communication for
accountability which the WHO does not have in reality.  The moral pillar of
the WHO is largely virtue signaling with no real substance, and in fact, as
applied, the WHO guidance has overstepped WHO's and States authority
to usher in a dystopian nightmare for us human rights and anti
corruption oversight bodies who could not get anything done insofar as
ethics because the IHR allows WHO and intergovernmental bodies to
"shape the research agendas" to their own benefit which States are
obliged to rely on when "science is insufficient" (such as covid). 

This IHR provision under Article 43 has caused States to be obliged to rely
on the communist and corrupt hard core cabal 'covid action platform'
(WEF, WHO, Wellcome) for the entire response.  Reliance on centralized
corrupted WHO partners has directly caused HHS OGA to be responsible
for serious breaches of international obligations.

1.

(c) "any available specific guidance or advice from WHO" 

IHR 43 literally commands States to use information and guidance from
WHO and their partners which the IHR admits has no scientific basis. 

/ /  IHR INVALIDITY REPORT 2023
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This provision in Article 43 and the amendments intent to make IHR binding require JUDICIAL
and LEGISLATIVE review to determine opinio juris for the future.

The critical issue in IHR is not yet addressed or settled.  IOJ is raising it now in consideration of
the current IHR & amendments on the table for the future safeguarding of public health: 

Is a specialized agency responsible for damages from binding recommendations? 
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See the confession from
last WHO DG Margaret Chan
Fung Fu-chun in
Documentary 'Trust WHO?'

Confession
the WHO's

funding
guides

policy &
guidance

81:12 "You asked an excellent question. If I tell you
WHO as an organization, only thirty percent of my
budget is predictable funds, other seventy percent I
have to take a hat and go around the world to beg
for money, and when they give us the money they
are highly linked to their preferences what they
like. It may not be the priority of the WHO, so if we
do not solve this - you know - we are not going to
as to be as good as we were" - WHO DG Margaret
Chan 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJYUgN9BO2I 
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THE WHO IS CORRUPT
& UNTRUSTWORTHY 

Chinese-Canadian
physician, who served
as the Director-General

of the World Health
Organization

delegating the
People's Republic of

China from 2006–2017.. 
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Access to UN Global
Marketplace

2B

CAP  Stakeholders
controlled and directed

covid response and
FAILED!

200

 WHO Manages Conflicts? 
The purpose of consultations is to clarify the scientific information and
public health rationale underlying the measures and to find a mutually
acceptable solution. 

The WHO refuses to consult with the dissenting majority of the scientific
community to explain their scientific information and public health
rationale underlying the recommended measures in their guidances,
which is very alarming because under IHR 42 section 2 "available
information including from WHO and other relevant intergovernmental
organizations and international bodies" are binding upon States when
science "is insufficient". 

WHO claims to "manage conflicts" whilst also begging for more State
funding to stop being "at the whim" of funders, many which include
consultant NGO's that IHR says states shall "base their determinations"
upon the WHO and other foreign bodies with no allegiance to any
Member State or the citizens best interests.
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Exit WHO!

Under IHR WHO DG's arbitrary discretion  to recommend measures 

 regulates fundamental rights of people of all member States, which an

only be done by a legislator representing the sovereign peoples will &

consent!

It's the right thing to do

It's long overdue
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The HHS OGA has a duty to exit the IHR and WHO relationship because our
organization gave you case numbers to unanswered complaints for previous
violations of WHO DG. THE IHR gives the same WHO DG under investigation
almost unlimited powers of discretion and it limits State discretion of where to
obtain information and it allows for unscientific WHO edicts to be binding in
formulating sovereign health policy.  THis is unacceptable and an unreasonable
risk HHS OGA must avoid at all costs

CONCLUSION

01

03

IHR and amendments are invalid

Weaponization of Science, and
Censorship of Protected Speech

Exit the WHO

Exit the WHO, it's the right thing to do. It's long
overdue. The IHR is not necessary, helpful or in
conformity with jus cogens, therefore IHR is void.

Under IHR WHO has set up unconstitutional and intrusive behavioral

nudging psychological experiments which have terrorized people into

serious undue medical experimentation using COVID-19 non vaccines
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This Is 2023: The Great
Reset Of Rule Of Law,
Ethics & Human Rights
In Public Health Policy

IHR Amendments shall not be adopted

HHS OGA has a duty to withdraw any negotiations with the WHO
until they meet the burden of proof of the validity of the scientific
information and public health rationale underlying the measures
recommended during the covid declaration of PHEIC and pandemic
as well as dispute our charges of ethics and scientific wrongdoing

IHR is void in more than one provision for allowing violations of jus
cogens under guise of protecting right to health. This is very
problematic for HHS OGA to continue on with amendments because
the entire instrument is null due to this error and deviation from
international jus cogens norms

Interest of Justice - The Oversight
Committee
www.interestofjustice.org
www.theoversightcommittee.org
contact@interestofjustice.org

Contact:

Thank you for taking our comments and report in to consideration regarding
the IHR invalidity including the proposed amendments. It cannot be over
stated how key provisions are overly broad and vague to the point of allowing
violations of jus cogens human rights protections including directing and
controlling undue experimentation with novel biological agents.  It is well
settled under International law that if one provision of a treaty or instrument is
held invalid for violating a jus cogen norm the entire instrument is invalid and
must be declared so and nullified.
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